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NFA Mission Statement
The mission of the NFA is to 

work diligently to ensure that the 
Fireworks Industry is regulated in 
a fair and sensible manner.  We 

promote Safety within the industry 
and to the Consumers that use 

our products. The NFA was 
established to serve the members 
no matter whether a company or 
an individual. The NFA promotes 
the Safe Use of Fireworks in all 

sections of the industry.
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It has been a wonderful year for the NFA.  We are having our largest Expo 
on record!  The product demos filled in record time and unfortunately some 
excellent companies were not able to get in the lineup to demo due to time 
constraints.
The Trade Show is our largest ever and will provide everyone with opportuni-
ties for new expansion and growth with so many choices.
NFA was formed to bring a strong voice to the powers that be on behalf of all 
fireworks dealers both large and small.  We have maintained that structure for 
20 plus years and have grown from a handful to over 1000 members strong.
I can say from personal experience we have some of the “Cream of the 

Crop” when it comes to outstanding members.  I had the loss of a loved one this year and the outpouring of sup-
port and kindness from around the world has been and continues to be unbelievable.  What wonderful people 
you are.  Your kindness will never be forgotten.
After many dedicated years of serving as Vice President, Robert Blake has decided to pass the position on to 
someone else.  Further showing the tremendous interest in the operation of the NFA, we have not one, but six 
people running for the position!  All are great candidates, so the election will be a difficult decision this year.
A huge “Thank You” to each of you for making my job an interesting daily adventure once again this year!
I look forward to greeting you at the registration desk at the 2016 Expo in Grand Rapids, Michigan.  See you 
soon!

Nancy Blogin
Executive Director

Nancy’s Note
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HELLO EVERYONE:

I HOPE ALL OF YOU HAD A GOOD FIREWORKS SEASON.  I KNOW THAT SOME OF YOU HAD A 
LOT OF RAIN EARLY ON THEN IT TURNED DRY AROUND THE 4th OF JULY.
I’M LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING ALL OF YOU IN GRAND RAPIDS, MI. FOR THE N. F. A. 
CONVENTION.  ONCE AGAIN WE HAVE A GREAT LOCATION FOR ALL OF OUR ACTIVITIES.  
THE SHOOT SIGHT IS AT THE RACE TRACK WITH THE MONSTER TRUCKS SHOW ON SATURDAY 
NIGHT, ALONG WITH SOME GREAT FIREWORKS SHOWS ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS.
THE TRADE SHOW IS AT THE CONVENTION CENTER WHICH IS CONNECTED TO THE HOTEL.
SEE YOU IN SEPTEMBER!

DON LANTIS
N.F.A. PRESIDENT

Letter From The President
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(800) 552-3499
www.PyroNovelties.com

11384 STRANG LINE RD. • LENEXA, KANSAS 66215

Proud Member of:

We support FIREWORKS SAFETY 
through the Exclusive sale of our 

popular shopping bags for the NCFS

PhotobuntTM

Your ONE STOP SHOP for all 
your promotional needs

We Specialize in 
Custom Vinyl Banners

Poly Bunting

Reflective Banners
Bin Covers
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As a lad, I never heard of an 
aerial bomb until my parents 
and I attended a small com-

munity fireworks show put on by the Odd Fellows’ Lodge 
in Glen Arm, MD.  My dad was at his most miserly on 
that Fourth of July in 1953, so he decided to park the car a 
mile or so from the display site to avoid paying the 50 cent 
parking fee.  Being so far from the display area, the ground 
pieces were not visible, but we could see their eerie glow as 
they burned in the valley below us.  As soon as the aerial 
show began, I was intrigued by the fireworks that just shot 
up in the air and made a big bang.  When I asked what 
they were, my dad replied, “Those are aerial bombs.  I used 
to shoot them when I was a boy.”

A few months later, I was getting my summer education 
reading a True Crime comic book when I came across 
an ad for Spencer Fireworks.  The ad featured all kinds 
of goodies like rockets, candles, salutes, and, yes, aerial 
bombs.  It even pictured a product called a whistling aerial 
bomb, a device totally foreign to me.  When I thought of 
those aerial salutes I saw at the Glen Arm show and added 
a whistle to their effect, I knew that my path and that of 
the whistle bomb would someday cross.  Sadly, I had to 
wait almost 15 years before we became acquaintances.

On that eventful trip to South Carolina in the summer of 
1966, I finally found an entire shelf of aerial salutes proud-
ly displayed in Wood’s Fireworks, and among them was not 
one but two whistlers, a #2 which had an ID of 1.25” and 
a big #3 measuring 1.5” in diameter.  I put a buck on the 
counter and left with 4 of the #2s in a paper sack.

The following evening my friend Joe and I parked our car 
on the dirt shoulder of Route 95 which was under con-
struction at the time and scurried down the bank on the 
roadside to the shore of Lake Marion.  Being in the middle 
of nowhere, we had no worry about complaints as we set 
fire to the first aerial.  A sharp snap ensued followed by a 
piercing whistle leaving a trail of black smoke as it spun 
high into the air.  And then:  BOOM!  A salute louder 
than an M-80 roared and echoed across the lake.  Boy, I 

had found a new favorite firework!

The remaining three aerials traveled home with us, and 
one evening I decided to examine their construction.  I 
had envisioned an insert about 3 inches long with a whistle 
protruding through a disk in one end, but I sure was 
wrong.  In the end was cemented a wooden dowel about 
an inch long with a hole in the center.  Into this hole was 
rammed a picrate whistle comp that burned no more than 
a second.  As the whistle burned out, it ignited about 2 
heaping tablespoons of flash.  Not only was the construc-
tion unusual, but I could envision the explosion projecting 
a hard wooden plug in any direction it pleased including 
into someone’s face!

I hung on to those remaining Kent Whistling Aerial Flash 
Bombs for decades and I finally donated them to the PGI 
auction in Mason City, Iowa.  Other pyros at the gathering 
must have also been intrigued by them because the bidding 
was lively and they fetched a pretty penny for the Guild 
treasury.

I have to smile whenever folks come into the fireworks 
outlet at Patriotic raving about the loudest firework they 
have ever heard, the Thunder King. Believe me when I say 
that comparing a Thunder King report to one from those 
old whistlers is like comparing a party popper to a shotgun.  
If they only knew what the old fireworks were like!   
  

Whistling Aerial Bombs 
(weeeeeeeeeee BOOM!)

Musings by Jack Leonard
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Bellino Fireworks is a 40 year old family 

owned fireworks company.  

We have full-time employment

opportunities available.  

We are also looking to expand or purchase 

existing fireworks companies.  

Please contact us at (402) 935-1916 

or kaela@bellinoenterprises.com.

509 W. Koenig Street
Grand Island, NE 68801

(308) 382-2330 • (800) 658-4200 • Fax (308) 382-7109
Member of many fi reworks trade organizations,

including NFA, APA, PGI and WPA.

Kristy Wolfe
kwolfe@ryderinsurance.com

Tami Towne, CIC 
ttowne@ryderinsurance.com

Products Liability • Stand Liability
Display Liability • Club Liability

Property • Auto • Cargo
Workers Compensation

Mandy Miller
mmiller@ryderinsurance.com
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Hazardous Materials
Training Course 

by Tom Dunaway

The NFA is offering its annual Hazardous Materials Course 
again this year at our EXPO in Grand Rapids, Michigan.  
The course will be conducted by Tom Dunaway of Tom 
Dunaway and Associates, Inc.  Tom retired after 34 years 
with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration and 
is the architect and past trainer of most of the HM training 
courses both PHMSA and FMCSA require their enforce-
ment personnel to attend. 

The course will include all training requirements contained 
in  The Department of Transportation’s Hazardous Materials 
Regulations.  

Normally the cost of a course of this nature is between 
$650.00 to $1100.00 per attendee.  The cost for attendance 
at the NFA is $150.00 which will include each attendee 
receiving a copy of the HM Regulation as well as additional 
materials.  (Bring a thumb drive with you and Tom will 
gladly give you a copy of all of the slides he uses in his 
presentation).

This is a very poplar course and there is limited number of 
slots available so act fast in order to secure a space.  

You must contact Nancy Blogin soon in order to ensure a 
slot and to make sure enough training materials are ordered.

Both Nancy and Tom receive numerous calls each year after 
companies have received a visit from either The Pipe-
line and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, The 
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration or in some 
instances,   both of these agencies.  By then it is too late to 
provide any assistance to the company. Below is a reprint of 
part of a DOT bulletin we published in a past News Letter 
as a reminder of the importance of this training. 

To: Fireworks shippers, distributors and carriers, and related 
industry associations.  The Pipeline and Hazardous Materi-
als Safety Administration (PHMSA), and The Federal Motor 
Carrier Safety Administration Agencies of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation (DOT), actively enforce the Hazard-
ous Materials Regulations on Fireworks companies.  They 
recently completed several investigations involving the 
transportation and storage of fireworks. These investigations 
identified widespread problems within the fireworks indus-
try, including a lack of understanding of applicable Federal 

regulatory requirements covering hazard communication, 
training, and driver qualifications. Some violations and 
safety problems noted during these investigations include:

•  No PHMSA hazardous materials (hazmat) registration,
•  No hazmat placards,
•  Limited/no hazmat training,
•  No Commercial Drivers License (CDL) with hazmat   
   endorsement (if placarded),
•  EX approval numbers do not match devices, products,
    or product codes,
•  Unapproved devices (no EX classification number
    issued for device),
•   Defective package,
•   Non-UN standard packaging,
•   No 1.4G or 1.3G hazard labels, and
•   No EX number on package or shipping documents.

In an effort to educate and increase hazmat safety aware-
ness, this letter summarizes the regulatory requirements 
that apply to consumer fireworks shipments and provides a 
point of contact to obtain additional information.
 
Background  Requirements governing the transportation 
of hazmat in commerce, including fireworks, are contained 
in the Hazardous Materials Regulations (HMR; 49 Code 
of Federal Regulations Parts 171-180).  The HMR specify 
appropriate packaging and handling requirements for 
hazmat, and require a shipper to communicate the mate-
rial’s hazards through use of shipping papers, package 
marking and labeling, and vehicle placarding. The HMR 
also require shippers to provide emergency response infor-
mation applicable to the specific hazard(s) of the material 
being transported. Finally, the HMR mandates training 
requirements for persons who prepare hazmat for ship-
ment or who transport hazmat in commerce. The HMR also 
include operational requirements applicable to each mode 
of transportation.  

Questions and Answers

Q1. What do organizations need to know about the 
transport of fireworks? 

A1. There are a number of Federal regulations that apply to 
the safe transportation of hazmat. Please see HMR 49 Code 
of Federal Regulations Parts 171-180 for detailed informa-
tion on these requirements.  

Q2. Are consumer fireworks considered hazmat, and, if 
so, do they require special handling in transportation? 
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A2. Yes, DOT identifies consumer fireworks as Division 
1.4G explosives, and regulates their safe transportation in 
commerce.  

Q3. What are the regulatory requirements applicable to 
consumer fireworks shipments? 

A3. In addition to the general and highway-specific re-
quirements of the HMR, all shipments of Division 1.4G 
consumer fireworks by highway transport vehicles, includ-
ing shipments from sales outlets and retail stands to/from 
storage areas, must conform to the following:

•   Shipments must be accompanied by a shipping paper 
describing the explosives, including the quantity being 
transported (see 49 CFR Part 172, Subpart C).
The Shipping Paper must include:
 ◦  UN ID number prescribed for the
 explosive materials;
 ◦   Proper shipping name prescribed for
 the explosive materials;
 ◦   Hazard class or division;
 ◦   Packing group;
 ◦    For Class 1 materials, the quantity must be
 the net explosive mass;
 ◦   EX number must be placed on either packaging
 or shipping paper;
 ◦   Number and type of packages must be
 included; and
 ◦    Telephone number of a contact person who can 
 provide comprehensive emergency response
 information regarding the fireworks; that number
 must be monitored at all times the shipment is in 
 transportation (see 49 CFR Part 172, Subpart G).
•   Shipments must be accompanied by written emergency 
response information describing the risks associated with 
the shipment and immediate precautions to be taken in the 
event of an accident (see 49 CFR Part 172, Subpart G).
•   Packaging containing explosives must have the
    following markings (see 49 CFR 172.320):
 ◦   EX approval number (on package or
 Shipping Paper),
 ◦   Proper shipping name (general marking),
 ◦   UN I.D. number,
 ◦   UN packaging specification marking, and
 ◦   Proper package labeling (49 CFR 172.411).
•    Packages containing fireworks must be properly loaded, 
blocked, and braced to restrict movement in the vehicle, 
and be protected against ignition sources (see 49 CFR Part 
177, Subpart B).
•   All persons involved with the transportation of the ship-
ment, including persons who load and unload the vehicle, 
and persons who operate the vehicle, must be trained. 

Training must cover the components specified in the regula-
tions (i.e., general awareness/ familiarization, function-spe-
cific, safety and security training) and must be documented 
(see 49 CFR Part 172, Subpart H).

Q4. Are there additional requirements for transporting 
large quantities of consumer fireworks? 

A4. Yes, for any shipment of Division 1.4G fireworks more 
than 1,001 lbs., gross weight, on a vehicle, the following 
additional requirements apply:
•   Transport vehicles must be operated by a driver with 
a CDL that includes a hazmat endorsement (see 49 CFR 
177.804 and 49 CFR Part 383).
•   Transport vehicles must be placarded on each side, and 
each end, with EXPLOSIVES 1.4 placards (see 49 CFR 
Part 172, Subpart F).
•   Shippers and the carrier must both develop and imple-
ment security plans that include an assessment of possible 
transportation risks of the fireworks and appropriate mea-
sures to address the risks. At a minimum, security plans 
must address personnel security, en route security, and 
unauthorized access (see 49 CFR Part 172, Subpart I).
•   Transporters/carriers must apply and hold a current 
hazmat registration certificate issued by PHMSA (see 49 
CFR Part 107, Subpart G).

Q5. What are the potential Federal consequences for 
not following requirements for transporting consumer 
fireworks? 

A5. Persons found to be in violation of the HMR may be 
subject to significant civil penalties, criminal fines, and im-
prisonment. Maximum penalties depend on several factors, 
including the nature and circumstances, extent and gravity, 
and severity of the consequences of the violation, but can 
range up to $110,000 per violation for a civil penalty, and 
$500,000 and 10 years imprisonment for a criminal penalty.

Administrator
PHMSA
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Hello, I’m Steve Houser, President of CDF, LLC, but known to most of you 
through my brands Red Rhino, Texas Outlaw, Hog Wild and Full Blown 
Fireworks. I have been nominated by fellow members of the NFA for the 
position of Vice President and I am humble but eager to serve my fellow 
NFA members in this role. I am asking for your vote so I can undertake 
this duty. As an active member in the NFA for the past 10 years I have seen 
this organization, and our industry, make great strides for the furtherance 
ofof fireworks as a respected profession and an honorable way to bring to 
our fellow citizens a way to celebrate the wonder that is America while 
providing a living for us all. Fireworks are our profession and livelihood.  
They are a source of joy for us and our customer base, whether we are 
manufacturers, suppliers or retailers. I know most of you as suppliers, 
customers, competitors or prospects but our common thread is that we all 
make our living in the fireworks industry. To that end, I am asking for each 
ofof your votes so that I can combine my knowledge of and experience in 
the fireworks industry with my experience in working with federal 
regulatory agencies over the past 23 years to work for all of us.

I first began dealing with Federal regulatory agencies in the banking and 
bank consulting industry (10 years), then in Class B, 1.3G Display Fireworks 
(3 years) and now in the Class C, 1.4G Consumer Fireworks industry (10 
years). It is important for our NFA to continue to carry the banner on 
behalf of all of us before the regulatory agencies and to aide us all in 
bringing to the market new, safe and innovative ways for us to all achieve 
success.  To that end we need experience in the methods and processes of 
fifireworks production and working with the regulatory agencies to better 
our communication and relationships with them. This will aide us in 
bringing new products to market and insure that fireworks are a part of 
America for decades to come. I look at the position of Vice President as 
one of service to the NFA membership. I do believe I am a fair and hard 
working person who has each of our best interests at heart, regardless of 
business relationships. At this level we are all teammates on the same 
tteam. Without a strong and successful NFA we all stand to lose and it is 
my desire that we all Win! That way we can continue to grow our 
businesses, provide for our families and bring the lights and smiles to 
millions of Americans year after year, forever.  I ask for your vote now, and 
support in the years ahead to help us all achieve success as we move to 
grow our industry in exciting new ways.

FOR VICE PRESIDENT
STEVE HOUSER

VOTE

Please cast your vote
for Vice President for

STEVE HOUSER
and thank you for the
opportunity to serve.

LET’S MAKE
FIREWORKS
GREAT AGAIN! 
(Sorry – couldn’t resist that…)

“
”
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GARRETT’S
FIREWORKS

Hometown Proud, Hometown LOUD! 2016 NFA
CONVENTION

See Us At The...

BOOTHS
120, 121 & 122

FEEL THE POWER, SEE THE DIFFERENCE,  
EXPERIENCE BIG BRUTUS!

GIRANDOLAS
ARE BACK

EXCLUSIVELY AT
GARRETT’S
FIREWORKS

THEY’RE
 BACK!

www.garrettsfireworks.com

sales@garrettsllc.com

785-528-2755
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bhpp@beihaipoppop.com
Website: 
www.beihaipoppop.com
www.beihaifireworks.net
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2016 NFA
LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING

YOU AT OUR BOOTH #181-182



#1 Selling Artillery Shell
For Over Decade

Highest quality and huge selection
Eye catching label designs,
Distribution centers across the US
High definition product videos 

www.JakesFireworks.comCall Today 800-766-1277 

SELL MORE FIREWORKS THIS YEAR WITH JAKE’S FIREWORKS!  
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